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The Basics 
- Minimum age: 14yrs | Minimum height: 147cm 
- Drivers compete/race against one another throughout the event 
- Trophies awarded to 1st, 2nd & 3rd placed drivers 
- Racing our fastest fleet of karts: Corporate GX270s 
- Exclusive use of the circuit 

 
 

The Format 
- Qualifying | 4 laps to set your quickest time. 
- Heat 1 | 8 lap race with grid positions set by fastest lap in qualifying. 
- Heat 2 | 8 lap race with grid positions set by reverse of heat 1 results. 
- Final | 10 lap race with grid positions set by average result in heat 1 & 2. 

 
 

Circuit Choice 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In adverse weather, races may change from laps to minutes, this is to keep events running on �me. 

Red Lodge Karting Ltd will assess all drivers hiring karts, they will consider previous karting experience, driving 
standards, together with first time drivers and reserves the right to act and advise accordingly to notify any driver 
that Red Lodge Karting Ltd decides are a safety risk whilst their session/race is in motion. 

Mini GP 30 

700m Circuit 

8-15 Drivers required. 
On-site for 1hr 45mins. 
Average laptime ~40s 

£57.50pp 

Full Circuit 

10-22 Drivers required. 
On-site for 2hrs. 

Average laptime ~60s 

£66pp 
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The Basics 
- Minimum age: 14yrs | Minimum height: 147cm 
- Drivers compete/race against one another throughout the event 
- Trophies awarded to 1st, 2nd & 3rd placed drivers 
- Racing our fastest fleet of karts: Corporate GX270s 
- Exclusive use of the circuit 

 
 

The Format 
- Qualifying | 4 laps to set your quickest time. 
- Heat 1 | 13 lap race with grid positions set by fastest lap in qualifying. 
- Heat 2 | 13 lap race with grid positions set by reverse of heat 1 results. 
- Final | 15 lap race with grid positions set by average result in heat 1 & 2. 

 
 

Circuit Choice 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In adverse weather, races may change from laps to minutes, this is to keep events running on �me. 

Red Lodge Karting Ltd will assess all drivers hiring karts, they will consider previous karting experience, driving 
standards, together with first time drivers and reserves the right to act and advise accordingly to notify any driver 
that Red Lodge Karting Ltd decides are a safety risk whilst their session/race is in motion. 

Mini GP 45 

700m Circuit 

8-15 Drivers required. 
On-site for 2hrs. 

Average laptime ~40s 

£64.50pp 

Full Circuit 

10-22 Drivers required. 
On-site for 2hrs 15mins. 
Average laptime ~60s 

£72pp 
 
 
 


